Hayatonnu… (Hayato Yamaguchi)
Nationality > Japanese
Height >173 cm
Weight > 62 kg
B:93 W:75 H:90
Date of birth > 05/August/1980
Language > Japanese, English

Address > Berliner Allee 56 40212 Duesseldorf
Mobile > (+49) 17652865046
E-mail > hayatotekisonzaikan@gmail.com
Home page > http://hayaton96.com/
Video as a street artist >
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FIEFwjL5vVw
Video as a dancer >
https://vimeo.com/148545647

<My info>
As a street performer I've been an official street artist of Tokyo Prefecture since 2010.
It’s called ‘’Heaven Artist’’.
I learned my handstand skill at the Souri International Circus School. (2009)
DAIDOGEI WORLD CUP IN SHIZUOKA in Japan (2017)
LE FIERE DEL TEATRO – Sarmede in Italy (2017),
Mojoca festival in Italy (2017),
Heaven Artist In Ginza in Japan (2017),
DAS FEST in Karlsruhe in Germany (2016),
Guam summer beach festival in Guam (2016),
Japan Tag in Duesseldorf in Germany (2015 and 2014),
Sonnenblumensonntag in Meerbusch in Germany (2015),
Kinder Expo in Krefeld in Germany (2014),
Familienfest in Krefeld in Germany (2014),
Dispatched shows for some disaster areas by the support of Tokyo prefecture (2014)
And some more festivals in Japan (2009~2014)

As a dancer I've been a Potential artist (Dancer) of Cirque du Soleil since March
2015. I was engaged with Theater Bonn, Theater Dortmund, Dance Compagnie
Fredwess, Deutsche Oper am Rhein, TANZ theater INTERNATIONAL 2015, Dance
Theatre Luxembourg (Jean-Guillaume Weis) etc. Now I have a contract withTanzmoto
dance company in Essen.

<Description of the performance>
My main piece is called ''Letter''. It’s a dance piece with magic. A man is waiting for a
letter every day... It's the letter from his valuable person. Depending on the audience
the valuable person would change... When the letter reaches him, it would remind
them of their own valuable person...
And I have a hand balancing act with handstand canes. It includes one-arm handstand.
It's an artistic and funny act.
In addition there are also some dance pieces which are based on contemporary dance,
Jazz dance, ballet and street dance etc.
Playing times: Max 4 times × 11-20 minutes
Playing area: Min 4,5 m x 4,5 m × 4,5 m

